With the increasing size and complexity of models, developing models by composing existing ones becomes more important. We exploit the idea of reusing simulation experiments of individual models for composition to automatically generate experiments for the composed model. First, we illustrate the process of modeling based on composition and discuss the role simulation experiments can play in this process. Our focus is on semantic validation of the composed model. We explicitly specify simulation experiments in simulation experiment specification via a Scala layer, including the desired model behavioral properties and their required experiment set-ups. Models are annotated with experiment specifications, and upon composition, these specifications are adapted and automatically executed for the composed model. The approach is applied in a case study of developing a Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway model by successively composing three individual models, where we exploit metric interval temporal logic to describe model behavioral properties and check averages of stochastic simulation results against these properties.
Introduction
Model development is a costly and time-consuming process. Thus, with more models available, reusing existing models as a basis for developing new ones becomes more interesting. Apart from holding the promise of reducing the time and efforts required for model development, model composition and integrating models into larger ones help to develop more complex models that capture a wide range of phenomena. It is widely acknowledged that developing models by composing existing ones poses many challenges. 1 In particular, checking the semantic composability is a difficult task, which ensures the composed model is semantically valid. 2 ''Model validation is substantiating that the model, within its domain of applicability, behaves with satisfactory accuracy consistent with M&S objectives.'' 3 Thus, model validity relates to the domain of applicability, which is determined by the underlying assumptions of modeling, and to the objectives of the simulation study. When two models are reused for composition, the composed model might cater for new assumptions and objectives. However, some key observations in the behavior of the reused models are expected to be preserved or violated in the composed model, as pointed out by Stelling et al.: ''Are the key behaviors of the original models still intact? Does it matter if they are not?'' 4 As simulation experiments with the model facilitate producing this kind of observation of the model behavior, experiments of the individual models can be reused to automatically generate experiments for a composed model, to check whether the composed model exhibits the key behavior of the original models. Therefore, important information can be provided about the validity of the composition as well as the composed model. The general idea of the proposed approach, as presented in our prior work, 5 is to gain insights into semantic composability of models by exploiting their validation experiments. Our approach is not aimed at the entire process of developing models by composition, which includes several steps such as selecting model components and composing them together; the goal is to support checking the semantic validity of composed models.
In this paper, we structure the process of building models by successive composition with a life cycle, to illustrate the step in this process our work aims to contribute to, i.e., semantic validation, and how our approach is related to and can be combined with other work on model composition. Based on this life cycle, we discuss the roles that simulation experiments can play in developing models by composition, such as for model documentation and selection, and address that in our work, simulation experiments are exploited to support semantic validation. Building on previous work of reusing simulation experiment specification to support model composition, we refine our approach by using a domain-specific language for simulation experiment description, execution, as well as generation and adaptation. For the first time, we demonstrate the approach with a case study of building a comprehensive realistic model by successive composition, i.e., a model that analyzes the spatio-temporal regulation of the Wnt/b-catenin pathway during the early cellular differentiation processes, and we extend our approach with new features that are required by this case study.
A life cycle of developing composed models
In traditional model development, different life cycles are developed to organize the modeling process, e.g., the work by Balci and Sargent. 6, 7 This can serve as a basis to structure the process of developing models via composition and identify crucial steps. Likewise, several perspectives exist to structure the process of model development based on composition, e.g., see the work by Kaputis and Ng, and Szabo and Teo, 8, 9 depending on how model composition is supported by the corresponding approaches. To structure the model development process via composition (as depicted in Figure 1 ), we adopt the work presented by Balci and Sargent and start the life cycle with problem formulation, requirements engineering and conceptual modeling, which are merged into one phase denoted as Problem formulation, Requirements engineering and Conceptual modeling (PRC), as these are not the focus of this paper. 6, 7 At the end of the PRC phase, the conceptual model is developed. Similar to other work for structuring the development of composed models, this process comprises of important phases such as model selection, model composition, syntactic verification, and semantic validation, which are essential for creating a meaningful composed model. Once a valid model is developed from composition, it can serve as a starting point for building larger models, i.e., models can be successively reused for composition. Therefore, the composed model needs to be documented as required in order to be reused. As such, this modeling life cycle includes an additional phase model documentation and storage, where the composed model is documented and stored into model repositories for further reuse. Although the life cycle is divided into six phases, the whole process and each phase of the process are iterative. Our approach
Starting a simulation study Figure 1 . The life cycle of modeling based on composition. PRC stands for problem formulation, requirements engineering and conceptual modeling, which are merged into one phase in this life cycle with a conceptual model developed. Our approach aims to support semantic validation.
Problem formulation, requirements engineering and conceptual modeling
All model development life cycles start with analyzing the problem entity, defining the objectives and requirements of the modeling and simulation study, and developing the conceptual model, i.e., the PRC phase. In general, there is no wide agreement on conceptual modeling and the definition of a conceptual model. 10, 11 In the work by Robinson, 12 the conceptual model is defined as a non-software-specific description of the computer simulation model (that will be, is or has been developed), describing the objectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions, and simplifications of the model. Although different views and terms are used, it is generally agreed that the conceptual model is one of the first products in a modeling and simulation study and is independent from the simulation language or simulator. 11 In order to support model composition, specific efforts on conceptual modeling are needed. 13 
Model selection
Based on the defined conceptual model, modelers can search in the model repository and select suitable models for composition. Typically, model selection is based on matching between a user query and a model (component) repository. Therefore, the representation of user queries and models (components) becomes essential. Ontology and XML related techniques are often exploited to facilitate selecting models, e.g., the work by Teo and Szabo and Moradi et al. 14, 15 Model composition. Once selected, the candidate models are composed together. Different types of model composition are distinguished, e.g., black-box or white-box (see discussion in the work by Neal et al.) . 16 In traditional component-based modeling approaches, typically model composition is realized by connecting the inputs and outputs of model components, which are usually defined as portable ''building blocks'' and can be combined for different contexts and needs. 2, 17 Meanwhile, in non-technical areas, such as computational biology, such building blocks with clear and static interfaces are more difficult to identify; accordingly, a different view of model composition is needed. On the one hand, instead of repositories of model components, extensive repositories of complete models can be found, e.g., the BioModels Database, 18 which facilitates model exchange and reuse. On the other hand, besides connecting inputs and outputs, an integration that merges variables, structures, and reactions of different models to be composed is required, e.g., fusion, which combines models into a single unified model without redundancies, and composition, which describes the ''glue'' that holds the models together, as presented by Randhawa et al. 19 In this case, the models used for composition cannot be treated as building blocks with inputs and outputs; instead, the composed models are created by merging rather than connecting components.
Syntactic verification
Regardless of whether the composed model is built from model components, or from complete models, through connection of model inputs and outputs or through merging model internal structures, the composition requires efforts to ensure a consistent, meaningful composed model. First of all, the consistency of the composed model on the syntactic level is required.
In the building block component-connection composition, syntactic composability is often ensured by model representation provided by the composition framework (e.g., in the work by Rohl and Uhrmacher), 20 predefined composition grammars (e.g., in the work by Szabo and Teo), 21 or matching rules (e.g., in the work by Moradi et al.) . 15 When complete models are composed by fusion, the consistency of model descriptions is required, e.g., matching variables and compartments of different models that are composed to form a new one. In this case, possible conflicts are typically checked by the user, and therefore some tools provide additional assistance. For example, JigCell supports the different approaches presented in the work by Randhawa et al. to combine models. 19, 22 It allows users to define models as spreadsheets, based on which models can be fused and composed via ''mapping tables'', or models can be defined as graphical box diagrams and then be aggregated by linking input and output ports.
Semantic validation
Syntactic verification refers to the coherence regarding the definition of the resulting composed model, which can be checked statically; the behavior of the composed model is of significant importance for the overall coherency as well. The compositions of models have to be valid; otherwise the models are not composable. 2 However, the validation of the composed model remains a grand challenge in modeling and simulation. 23 The situation is aggravated when the composed model is built from complete models. In contrast to model components that are developed to be used in an ''unforeseen'' context, 24 complete models are created to answer certain questions under specific contexts, and therefore are not able to be easily composed with other models in an arbitrary context. 17, 25 Although many efforts have been aimed at facilitating model composition, research on semantic validation of the composed model is limited and still under development. In the work by Petty et al., 26, 27 semantic composability is studied in a formal manner, where models are defined as mathematical computable functions, simulation is the sequential execution of a model represented by an labeled transition system (LTS), and model composition is viewed as mathematical function composition. The proposed approach evaluates semantic composability by comparing the simulation of the composed model and the simulation of a perfect model. A three-layered approach was proposed by Szabo and Teo to validate the composed model 28 : concurrent process validation as the first layer to ensure the logical correctness of component communication, metasimulation validation as the second layer to check the logical properties over time, and perfect model validation as the third layer to compare the composed model with a perfect model using a time-based formalism. 29 Other work on semantic composability exists, e.g., a formal method based on Z specification for Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) models and semantic information comparison and state machine execution for composition of Base Object Models (BOMs). 15, 30 
Model documentation and storage
In order for a model to be shared and reused, suitable documentation and accessible storage is important. 25 In recent years, model documentation and storage has received more and more attention, as it has a crucial impact on the effectiveness of the other phases in the life cycle, in particular model selection. In the work by Verbraeck and Valentin, 31 several guidelines for designing simulation building blocks were presented to improve reusability in component-based modeling from different aspects, e.g., self-containment and interoperability. In addition, some work exists on defining models in a way that supports model composition. [32] [33] [34] To facilitate wide exchange and reuse of models, it is not sufficient to only provide the representation of the model itself, which is usually in a specific modeling formalism and may be difficult for third-party users to understand. Additional information about the model is necessary, such as the context in which the model is developed and the data used for the model development. Several guidelines have been proposed for model documentation, e.g., the MIRIAM (minimum information requested in the annotation of biochemical models) and the ODD (overview, design concepts, and details) protocol. [35] [36] [37] Ontologies are often used to annotate models with semantic information, and some tools have been developed to annotate and compose models based on ontologies such as SemGen. 38 As more and more models are developed, more and more repositories exist, e.g., the BioModels database and the CD + + repository. 18, 39 Thereby, work on the design and organization of model repositories can help model retrieval and selection, e.g., the work by Henkel et al. and Wang and Wainer. 40,41
The role of simulation experiments in model composition
Exploiting simulation experiments can enable a more straightforward and reliable reuse of models, as shown in the work by Cooper et al. 42 However, the role of simulation experiments in developing models by successive composition has not been explored. According to Cellier (pp.4), 43 ''an experiment is the process of extracting data from a system by exerting it through its inputs''. Thereby, simulation experiments produce data from the model. Typically, model development is interleaved with executing simulation experiments. 44 For instance, in a model development process presented by Sargent, 7 the operational validation phase, which determines whether the model's output behavior has satisfactory accuracy for the intended purpose, relies on conducting simulation experiments on the computerized model to obtain data.
Effective reuse of models requires an understanding of model behavior, and simulation experiments can be used to gain information on the model behavior. Existing work on exploiting simulation experiments for model reuse mainly focuses on model documentation and storage. For example, in the work by Chreyh and Wainer 39 , models are stored together with a number of experiments and their experimental frames (EF), which is ''a specification of the conditions under which the system is observed or experimented with'' 45 . The documentation of models with EFs provides users with the context information which the models are developed and validated for. Each EF for a model contains some experimental frame data that are textual descriptions of objectives, assumptions and constraints, a set of experiments that contain descriptive data and can be applied on the model, and experimental results information for a given experiment on the model that includes a value indicating the success or failure of the experiment, description documentation, log file, and output file. Similarly, in the work by Henkel et al., 40 models are stored in a graph database along with semantic annotations and associated experiments in simulation experiment description markup language (SED-ML) format. 46 While these approaches focus on reusing simulation experiments in model documentation and storage to further support model selection in the model development process, our idea is to reuse experiments to facilitate the semantic validation of the composed model.
Due to the abstraction nature, models are developed under a specific context, which can be reflected by experiment conditions, and therefore model validity is always related to the system and certain experiment conditions. 43 When models are reused for constructing larger models, the composed models could have new context; however, the new context may bear some similarities to that of the reused models. Therefore, the experiments conducted on the reused models for validation can be exploited to perform experiments on the composed model, providing information on the model behavior and further validating it. In addition, when models are developed by successively reusing existing models, the information of how this successive model development evolves is of interest. The history of the successive extension can help modelers to determine the contexts that the model has been applied for, and to gain insights into how the model can be reused for new contexts. Thereby, our focus is on reusing simulation experiments for semantic validation of the composed model and successive model development by composition, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 gives an overview about our approach. The approach depends on models being annotated with the explicit specifications of simulation experiments that have been executed with the model for validation, corresponding to step one in Figure 2 . In the experiment specification, the expected behavioral properties of the model that are crucial to its validity are defined, as well as the information about how to generate this key behavior, e.g., in terms of model configuration and simulation configuration. Afterwards, individual models can be reused for composition, corresponding to step two in Figure 2 . Based on how models are composed, the user can optionally specify information for experiment adaptation when necessary, such as renaming and reassignment of model parameters.
Proposed approach
Moreover, result expectations can be defined by the user to indicate, when checked on the composed model, which properties of the individual reused models are expected to hold and which are not. The associated experiment specifications of individual models are also reused and automatically adapted for the composed model, corresponding to step three in Figure 2 . Based on adapted experiment specifications, experiments are executed with the composed model and results are checked, to test whether the specified behavioral properties, which have been successfully checked for the reuse model, still hold for the composed model, and whether this result meets the expectation, corresponding to step four in Figure 2 . The goal, as presented in the work by Peng et al., 5 is to automatically provide information about behavioral properties to the user during model composition, which supports validating the composed model.
To reuse simulation experiments of individual models for experimenting with the composed model, we need a method to unambiguously specify simulation experiments, a method to describe behavioral properties, a mechanism to automatically generate simulation experiments based on experiment specifications, and a method to assess the experiment results.
In our prior work, 5 we exploited SESSL (simulation experiment specification via a Scala layer) (http://sessl.org) 47 for specifying simulation experiments. To cope with stochastic models, LTL (linear temporal logic) 48 and CSL (continuous stochastic logic) 49 were used to express model behavioral properties for statistical model checking. Figure 2 . The overview of the approach. Models are annotated with explicit specifications of the simulation experiment executed for validation, and each experiment specification contains the expected behavioral property and the experiment conditions used to produce the property. When two models are composed, their experiment specifications are reused and adapted to automatically generate experiments for the composed model. The behavioral properties that hold for the individual reused model are checked against the experiment results to inspect whether the composed model exhibits the behavior or not and whether this is in agreement with user expectations, therefore providing insights on the validity of the composition.
SESSL was extended to support such property specification. With experiment specifications of individual models in SESSL, a mechanism was presented to automatically conduct simulation experiments on the composed model and perform statistical model checking to analyze the experiment results against specified properties.
In this paper, we aim to apply the approach in the case study of developing a realistic model of the Wnt/b-catenin pathway through model composition. In the following, we will describe the ingredients for this case study, and the required new developments compared to the previous work. 5 
Experiment specification
We rely on an explicit specification of experiments for model validation. A wide variety of approaches exists for model validation, and a detailed description of different approaches is presented in the work by Sargent. 7 Although each of these approaches checks whether a model's behavior satisfies a certain requirement, the accessibility of these requirements varies, from being elusive (e.g., face validity) and difficult to retrieve as they depend on interactive explorations (e.g., visual analytics), 50 through being implicitly part of the method (e.g., sensitivity analysis), up to being explicitly and declaratively specified as properties in a formal language, as in model checking (e.g., in the work by Fages and Rizk). 51 In modeling and simulation, experimental model validation evaluates model validity through experimenting with the model, in which the model context is reflected by experimental configuration. 52 If the simulation experiments that are executed for validating models shall not only be annotated with models, but also be reused, we need a declarative and accessible description of these experiments. Thus, our focus will be on the validation experiments that check the simulation output for properties, which are explicitly described to express the desired behavior of the model.
While the model configuration has an obvious effect on the experiment, configurations of the simulation run and result analysis also influence the experiment results. For example, results of simulation experiments can differ substantially depending on whether they use stochastic or deterministic algorithms to execute the model. It has also been acknowledged by some experiment description standards that simulation algorithms and their configuration can have a significant impact on simulation results, e.g., SED-ML, 46 which employs the KiSAO (kinetic simulation algorithm ontology) 53 to specify simulation algorithms. Other simulation parameters such as stopping conditions or replication numbers (in case of stochastic models), have an impact on simulation results as well. Furthermore, how the raw data produced in simulation are collected and processed is crucial for result analysis. Consequently, information about the model (e.g., what kind of model configurations have been tested) as well as information about the execution of the simulation experiment (e.g., what kind of execution algorithms with which set-up) need to be available to access or reproduce the experiments executed with a model.
As in our previous work, 5 SESSL is chosen for experiment specification in this paper. SESSL is an internal domain-specific language for specifying simulation experiments in a declarative style. 47 Specifications in SESSL are unambiguous and executable. Thus, it facilitates reusing and reproducing simulation experiments. Moreover, as an internal domain specific language, SESSL can be easily extended to support new features.
Property specification and checking
To allow automatic analysis of experiment results, an explicit specification of expected behavioral properties is necessary. Temporal logics and model checking techniques have been widely used for analyzing systems. 54, 55 The properties of interest are formalized in temporal logics and then automatically verified with model checking algorithms. In our previous work, 5 we relied on LTL to express the behavioral properties of Lotka-Volterra models for individual simulation trajectories. As ML-Rules was used for model description, which is based on a continuous-time Markov chain, 56 CSL was exploited to allow the expression of probability regarding multiple replications of simulation.
LTL and CSL have been successfully used in many applications. However, the temporal operators in these languages do not allow for quantitative statements about time.
A precise description of model outputs, however, often requires statements about the time a certain observation occurs. Therefore, we employ the metric interval temporal logic (mitl [a,b] ) 57 rather than LTL or CSL in this work. mitl [a,b] enriches the traditional modal operators of temporal logics with intervals, and defines that the operator is only evaluated in this interval.
Given a property specification, simulation results can be analyzed in different ways, depending on whether the model that generates those trajectories is deterministic or stochastic. For deterministic modeling formalisms such as ordinary differential equations (ODEs), finite time modelchecking algorithms can be used to check the simulation trajectory against a defined property, e.g., in the work by Fages and Rizk. 51 For stochastic models, multiple replications are required and statistical model checking methods are usually employed to estimate the probability that an individual trajectory produced from a random simulation run satisfies the property, 58 as the approach used in our previous work. 5 The validation of models in our case study relies on checking simulation results against properties that are derived from observations in wet-lab experiments with human neural progenitor cells. 59, 60 Whereas we develop a model of a single cell, the available data refer mostly to aggregate observations made on heterogeneous populations of thousands up to a million of cells, and these aggregate observations are the basis for further discussions and explorations. Accordingly, we also base our property checking on averages, which here refer to averages of stochastic simulation runs executed with the same model rather than model populations discussed by Burrage et al. 61 A stochastic simulation is advisable due to the low amount of Axin, which is one of the key players involved in Wnt/ b-catenin signaling. 62 Our methodology differs from statistical model checking in its handling of variance among simulations: aggregation instead of hypothesis testing on individual runs. The latter has proven to be less suitable in this case study, as most of the properties that are of interest could not be verified by statistical model checking due to the high variance among simulation runs.
To determine the number of simulation replications needed, we calculate confidence intervals at each relevant observation point and compare the width to a defined threshold. Once we have executed a sufficient number of runs, we calculate a point-wise average of all simulations to obtain the trajectory of our average cell.
Averaging across simulation runs considers the variance between simulation runs. However, simulation runs also fluctuate over time. These fluctuations of single runs are still evident in the average trajectory. However, specifications in mitl [a,b] and the algorithms to check them are not able to take account of such fluctuations. For example, an algorithm checking a trajectory for a strict increase might reject it because of some short, random episodes of decreasing. We avoid such errors by preprocessing trajectories with the local regression (LOESS) smoothing method. 63 The parameters band width and iteration number of the LOESS algorithm can be configured in the SESSL specification, and thus adapted to the model at hand. This method can be applied to individual runs as well as to averages.
In the previous work, SESSL was extended to support property specification in LTL and CSL, and statistical model checking. In this work, several new features are required, i.e., determining required simulation replications based on thresholds for point-wise confidence interval width, computation of the average trajectory, data preprocessing with LOESS trajectory smoothing, and specification and checking model behavioral property based on mitl [a,b] . Thus, SESSL was extended to support these features. The implemented mitl [a,b] checking algorithm is described by Maler and Nickovic. 57 For the core functions of the other new features, we relied on the software library Apache Commons (commons.apache.org). Integration of the new features into the experiment specification interface of SESSL was straightforward. With SESSL being an internal domain-specific language, new experiment aspects like the ones introduced in this work can be implemented as Scala traits and functions (see the work by Ewald and Uhrmacher for details). 47 
Experiment generation and execution
While generating simulation experiments for the composed model by reusing experiment specifications of individual models, certain problems have to be considered. First, in the experiment specifications, the model location needs to be adapted from the original model to the composed model. In general, the composed model has a higher dimension with respect to model parameters, as it contains the model parameters of both reused models. Therefore, when generating simulation experiments for the composed model based on the experiment specification of one of the two reused models, a specific strategy to determine the configuration of the model parameters that only exists in the other model and those that exist in both models but are configured differently is required. Also, the modeler may make some changes in the model parameters during model composition, e.g., renaming, reassignment of existing model parameters and adding new parameters, which have to be taken into account as well. Thus, to generate experiments for the composed model, we firstly need to adapt the SESSL experiment specifications of the two reused models. The experiment adaptation is based on two algorithms presented in our previous work and we skip the technical details here. 5 Afterwards, the adapted SESSL experiment specifications are executed. Users can specify expectations on the result of checking properties on the composed model, i.e., which properties should hold and which should not. The experiment results of the composed model are automatically checked against the defined properties and further compared to the result expectations. Therefore, the user can ensure that certain behavioral properties are not violated and certain behavioral properties are not kept unexpectedly after the composition, and information on the semantic validity of the composed model is provided.
The first implementation of the concept was realized on top of the modeling and simulation framework JAMES II (http://jamesii.org), 64 as presented in our prior work, 5 where SESSL was only used as the user interface for specifying experiments, whereas experiment adaptation and generation was conducted within the experimental layer of JAMES II. Currently, the mechanism for adapting, executing, and checking experiment specification no longer relies on JAMES II; instead, our tool TAECS (a tool for adaptation, execution and checking of simulation experiments) has been developed based on SESSL. Simulation experiment specification, execution, adaptation, and generation are all realized based on SESSL, as shown in Figure 2 . The adapted experiment specifications that are executed on the composed model are automatically documented and, if checked successively, can be annotated with the composed model for further reuse. As a result, our refined approach supports successive model composition. SESSL is simulation system agnostic, and allows the integration of different simulation methods or other tools via bindings. Thus, different methods for model representation and property specification can be supported by our approach (see Figure 2 ).
Case study: Modeling the Wnt pathway
We apply our approach to the development of a model of a Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway of human neural progenitor cells (hNPCs). 60 Wnt/b-catenin signaling is involved in central cellular processes, such as differentiation, proliferation, and migration of cells. Whereas its deregulated form leads to developmental disorders and various diseases, including several forms of cancer and Alzheimer's disease, 65 it also drives cell differentiation. A better understanding of this pathway and its regulation of human neural progenitor cells (hNPCs) differentiating into neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes cells will allow more effective replacement therapies of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson's or Huntington's disease.
In the following we will replay the development of the model and make the overall process of model development by composition and the role of reusing simulation experiments explicit. 60 Therefore, a computational stochastic model will be developed using the proposed approach through successively composing three individual models: a membrane model (M1), an Axin/b-catenin model (M2) and a reactive oxygen species (ROS) model (M3), as shown in Figure 3 . First, the membrane model is composed with the Axin/b-catenin model, from which the first composed model (M12) is obtained. Then the resulting model is again composed with the ROS model (M3), which results in the second composed model (M123) comprising all three models. All model files can be found in the supplementary material, and also executables are provided to reproduce all experiments presented in this paper.
Problem formulation, requirements engineering and conceptual modeling
Several studies suggested an involvement of lipid rafts in Wnt/b-catenin signaling. 66 However, the spatio-temporal dynamics and the exact impact of lipid rafts on Wnt/bcatenin signaling remain unclear, which serves as motivation to develop a Wnt/b-catenin model that contains also membrane related dynamics. The aim is to compose a membrane model that comprises central key players of membrane related dynamics such as the receptor complex Figure 3 . The Wnt pathway model that contains three individual models: the membrane model, the Axin/β-catenin model and the ROS model. 60 and its interaction with lipid rafts, and a core model of the Wnt/b-catenin that is able to predict the b-catenin accumulation within the nucleus depending on the activity of the destruction complex. Once this model is validated, our simulation experiments with this model will refer to disturbing lipid rafts (as the input), and observing the influence on b-catenin as the output.
We present our conceptual model in the following. According to the definition of conceptual model from Robinson, 12 a conceptual model typically refers to objectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions, and simplifications. The objective of our simulation study is to explore the role lipid rafts play in the Wnt/b-catenin signal transduction, with the main input variable being the presence/ removal of lipid rafts and the output being the concentration of nuclear b-catenin.
The analysis of the Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway has been the subject of a series of simulation studies and quantitative models. 67 The key component of Wnt/b-catenin signaling is a protein termed b-catenin. In the inactive state of Wnt/b-catenin signaling, b-catenin is constantly produced, but immediately targeted for degradation by a large protein complex termed a destruction complex. Upon Wnt stimulation, a reaction cascade is triggered, which leads to the inhibition of major components of the destruction complex, such as Axin. As a result, b-catenin accumulates inside the cytosol and subsequently shuttles into the nucleus. Once shuttled into the nucleus, b-catenin associates with the Lef/Tcf transcription factors and triggers a pathway-specific gene response relevant for the regulation of various physiological and developmental processes. 65 The relocation of b-catenin into the nucleus is therefore the main indicator for the pathway activation. The Wnt/bcatenin signaling starts with Wnt binding to the receptor LRP6 to form the Wnt receptor complex. The phosphorylation of the complex is restrained to be inside lipid rafts, and the phosphorylated complex recruits the key component of the destruction complex Axin, and therefore causes an accumulation of b-catenin inside the nucleus.
A simplification is that for the receptor complex only LRP6 and CK1g are considered. Actually, the Wnt receptor complex also comprises a sub-variant of the Frizzled receptor as well as additional membrane-bound adapter proteins. This is reasonable for Wnt/b-catenin signaling, since all crucial events mainly depend on the dynamics of LRP6 and CK1g. In addition, we also only consider Axin as the destruction complex, disregarding the remaining proteins such as GSK3b. Mathematical analyses have shown that such a reduced model is capable of reproducing the essential dynamics of Wnt-induced b-catenin signaling. 68 In a previous study, it has already been shown that stochastic effects should not be ignored in Wnt/b-catenin signaling of human neural progenitor cells. 62 Thus, a modeling language that allows us to describe inter-and intra-compartmental dynamics and ships with a formal, stochastic semantics is required. Therefore, we decide to define our model within ML-Rules, which is a rule-based modeling language for cell biological systems. 69 ML-Rules supports hierarchical modeling, such as the cell including cytosole, nucleus, and membrane, which includes further structures termed lipid rafts, and compartmental dynamics. Also, it allows a flexible expression of reaction rate kinetics. As our data refers to the first 12 h (720 min) of differentiation, also our simulation experiments would be constrained to this time period.
Model selection: The membrane model (M1)
In the ideal case a suitable model would be stored in a model repository. However, more often than not, we will encounter the problem that an essential model is missing and needs to be developed, as is the case here. This individual model will describe the diffusion-driven shuttling of LRP6 and CK1g between raft and non-raft membrane regions. Therefore, the model uses a reduced representation of the receptor complex. Lipid rafts are modeled as individual compartments within the membrane, similar to the nucleus being a single compartment within the cell. Accordingly, the main behavioral properties for this model component relate to the fraction of raft-associated LRP6 (LR[Lrp6]) and CK1g (LR[CK1g]) molecules according to Sakane et al., 66 and we expect that after a warm up phase around one-quarter of the overall Lrp6 population and around three-quarters of CK1g population to reside within lipid rafts. As an explicit and quantitative expression of properties over time is necessary, we use mitl [a,b] for property specification in this case study, instead of LTL as in the prior work. 5 Given the model M1 with its parametersp, and the simulation set-up ses1, we check the above property specified in mitl [a,b] as follows, where t 1 is the time point after the warm up phase: M1p ses1 Gðt 1 ; 720; LRLrp6 . = nLrp6 Ã 0:25
M1p ses1 Gðt 1 ; 720; LRCK1g . = nCK1g Ã 0:7
To perform simulation experiments on this model, we configure the model parameters as: nLR = 5, nLrp6 = 4000, nCK1y = 5000, where nLR, nLrp6, nCK1y denote the initial number of lipid rafts, LRP6, and CK1g. In this as well as in the following experiment specifications, the values for parameters and initial concentrations were partly fitted, partly taken from literature, and partly directly measured in our wet-lab experiments (see Table 1 in the work by Haack et al. for more detail). 60 The simulation method presented by Warnke et al. 69 is used for executing experiments, named as SimpleSimulator in SESSL. We set the simulation stop time as 720 simulation time units, with one time unit corresponding to 1 min in the wet-lab experiments. During the simulation, the number of species LR[Lrp6] and LR[CK1g] are observed and recorded. As discussed in the previous section that in contrast to our prior work, 5 statistical model checking is not applicable in this case study, we check the average of multiple simulation runs and compute replications until all point-wise confidence intervals are smaller than a defined width threshold. We choose a 95% confidence level and the width threshold as 10, i.e., the 95% confidence interval is constructed with the average of observed species number plus/minus at most five. To alleviate the impact of stochasticity, the produced simulation raw data are processed using the LOESS smoother with a band width of 0.1 and no additional iterations, constituting a minimal smoothing. The simulation trajectories are shown in Figure 4 .
We specify the experiments in SESSL, including the desired behavioral properties, as presented in Figure 5 . The model to simulate is defined in file MembraneModel.mlrj (line 2), with the model parameter configuration in line 3. The simulator named SimpleSimulator is specified for experiment execution (line 4) and each simulation run stops when the simulation time is 720 (line 5). The amount of LRP6 and CK1g located in lipid rafts are observed (line 6), which are accessible as LRLrp6 and LRCK1y in SESSL, at every time unit from time 0 to time 720 (line 7) during the simulation. Line 8 denotes the specification of replication conditions that for both species LR[Lrp6] and LR[CK1g], the average value observed at every 120 time units from time 0 to 720 shall have 95% confidence interval with width being less than 10. Line 9 configures the data preprocessing method and the LOESS smoothing method is used. Next we specify the property regarding the fraction of lipid raft-associated LRP6 and CK1g molecules based on mitl [a,b] , according to Equations (1) and 2, indicated by the SESSL keyword assume (line 10). Based on the simulation trajectories shown in Figure 4 , we set t 1 = 60. The corresponding property states that for the average of all simulated trajectories, from time 60 to time 720, the amount of LRLrp6 is always between 25% and 30% of the initial amount of Lrp6 (i.e., 4000), and the amount of LRCK1y is always between 70% and 75% of the initial amount of CK1g (i.e., 5000) (lines 10-13).
Model selection: The Axin/ b-catenin model (M2)
A series of models have been developed that describe the core b-catenin dynamics. 67 However, only one is of stochastic nature and has been validated for hNPCs. 62 Therefore, we select this model for composition. This intracellular model primarily describes the dynamics of bcatenin, i.e., its synthesis, its interaction with the destruction complex and the resulting degradation process as well as its shuttling between nucleus and cytosol. These dynamics are triggered by an initial amount of Wnt. The model resembles a reduced version of the Lee model containing only two proteins ( b-catenin and Axin). 70 Axin is further characterized by a phosphorylation site, which is important for the degradation of b-catenin. While phosphorylated Axin (AxinP) promotes b-catenin degradation, its unphosphorylated state (Axin) has no impact on b-catenin. The model has been validated based on in-vitro data of hNPC. 59 To reproduce the biphasic behavior observed in the wet-lab, a delayed autocrine mechanism proved to be essential and had been introduced into the model. 62 This biphasic behavior of the nuclear b-catenin concentration is the main model property of interest. Within the first 2 h of differentiation a peak can be observed, after that b-catenin increases slightly again and stabilizes around a 1.4-1.7 fold increase. The properties can be expressed based on mitl [a,b] as follows: It should be noted that no experiments have been stored together with the model -although a more recently introduced standard for describing simulation experiments encourages the storage of cell biological models along with experiments. 46 Thus, we reconstructed the experiments based on this publication by Mazemondet et al. 62 The simulation results are shown in Figure 6 and we describe the experiment in SESSL, as depicted in Figure 7 . Experiment specification shown in Figure 7 (a) corresponds to the property expressed in Equation (3), and that shown in Figure 7 (b) corresponds to the property in Equation (4).
Model composition: Composing M1 and M2 (M12)
ML-Rules models are reaction-based with hierarchically nested structures; however, ML-Rules models do not support a modular design of models. Therefore, and also given the nature of the systems to be modeled (see discussion on composition in the work by Randhawa et al.), 19 the black-box composition is not applicable. Instead, composing ML-Rules models asks for fusion, as presented in the work by Peng et al., 71 where the variables, structures, and rules of the reused models are merged. Currently, the generation of a composed model from two ML-Rules models relies on the user, as it is rather difficult (if not impossible) to automatically compose two models based on fusion. In the composed model, the species Wnt no longer directly interacts with Axin but is mediated due to a membrane related processes, i.e., Wnt-bound and phosphorylated LRP6 (Lrp6PP) can recruit and bind Axin at the membrane. LRP6 thus interferes with the function of Axin in the degradation complex, hence disrupting the degradation of b-catenin. Thereby, the extracellular Wnt signal is eventually transduced into the cytosol, leading to the accumulation of b-catenin in cytosol and the nucleus. Also, in the composed model Wnt binds to Lrp6 and its phosphorylation is confined to lipid rafts. 72 Only phosphorylated Lrp6 recruits Axin from the cytosol, and due to its size, the resulting signalosome is unlikely to leave the lipid raft, thus having an impact on the diffusion patterns of Lrp6.
Syntactic verification: Composed model (M12)
A short inspection of the two models reveals that the two models M1 and M2 are independent, i.e., they neither share rules nor species nor compartments which could be checked for consistency. Instead, the rule relating Wnt and Axin has to be removed, and additional rules need to be added which describe the interaction between Wnt and Lrp6, Lrp6 phosphorylation, and the interaction between Lrp6 and Axin, respectively. The correct fusion of the two models relies on the user. However, some assistance can be provided to support the composition syntactically. For instance, an ML-Rules model editor was developed with syntax highlighting, which ensures the composed model is syntactically correct, and types and variables adhere to the constraints provided. Whereas most parameters are inherited from the two composed models, parameters that relate to Wnt (as Wnt is no longer directly interacting with Axin) or to newly added rules, have to be (re-)calibrated based on recent wet-lab data or based on literature. 60 
Semantic validation: Composed model (M12)
To check whether the composition is semantically valid, we first inspect the two properties that have been defined for M1. As already stated, in the presence of Wnt (due to the initial amount of Wnt and the autocrine effect realized by a delayed production of Wnt within the model) and the forming of the signalosome, we no longer expect a stable Lrp6 fraction within lipid rafts. Instead, due to the size and thus reduced diffusion speed of the signalosome, an accumulation of Lrp6 within lipid rafts is expected. 73 In contrast, the previously observed steady fraction of nCK1g should not be affected by the presence of Wnt. Moreover, we also reuse the experiment specifications of M2 (as shown in Figure 7) for experimentation with the composed model M12 to check the properties referring to b-catenin with the expectation that they also hold for M12.
During the composition there was no renaming of model parameters and the configuration of the newly introduced model parameters are provided as part of the model within the model file by the user. Consequently, in the reused experiment specifications only the location of the model for experimentation needs to be updated, from the reused model M1 or M2 to the composed model M12.
Based on the adapted experiment specifications, experiments are executed on the composed model and the behavioral properties are checked accordingly. The simulation trajectories are shown in Figure 8(a) and (b) . The generated results show that all properties, except for the one regarding the steady LR[Lrp6] concentration, of the original models hold for the composed model, which is as expected and indicates the composed model M12 indeed works as intended with respect to the key behavioral properties of its two reused models.
Therefore, the composed model M12 is annotated with the three behavioral properties from the two reused models M1 and M2 under corresponding experiment set-ups, i.e., the properties regarding species CK1g and nuclear b-catenin as shown in Equations (2), (3), and (4), and can be expressed based on mitl [a,b] as Equations (6), (7) , and (8) . As for the property regarding the species Lrp6, illustrated by the simulation results in Figure 8 (a) and Figure 4 , the composed model M12 behaves different from the original model M2, i.e., the amount of Lrp6 within lipid rafts accumulates instead of reaching a stable fraction as shown in Equation (1) . The updated property regarding the species Lrp6 is described in Equation (5), while the experiment set-up stays the same as that in the reused model M1:
M12p ses1 Gð60; 720; LRCK1g . = nCK1g Ã 0:7
M12p ses2 ðdðbcatÞ=dt . = 0ÞgtU ð40; 100;
M12p ses2 Gð400; 720; bcat . = 1:4 Ã nb bcat . = 1:7 Ã nbcatÞ ð8Þ
As our next step, we execute different experiments to further validate the model, e.g., to show whether depending on the number of initial Wnt the nuclear b-catenin levels of a different, independent study can be reproduced. 74 Afterwards, we turn to the question that motivated our simulation study, i.e., to analyze the impact of lipid rafts on b-catenin based on the calibrated and validated model. Within our wet-lab experiments we disrupted the lipid rafts of the hNPCs by applying methyl-beta-cyclodextrin. Whereas the Wnt-b-catenin signalling pathway appeared inactive in the later hours as expected (i.e., no b-catenin fold increase), we observed a peak of b-catenin within the first three to four hours. Accordingly, we remove the lipid rafts from the model M12, by setting nLR = 0 to reproduce the findings of our wet-lab experiments with lipid raft deficient hNPC. The two properties can be expressed based on mitl [a,b] as in Equations (10) and (9), while ses12 denotes the experiment set-up, which is similar to ses2 but nLR = 0. Simulation experiments as presented in Figure 8 (c) showed that the second expectation can be met, however, not the first one, i.e., Equation (10) In M12, the Wnt influence on b-catenin entirely relies on lipid rafts. By completely removing those from the model, the raft-dependent LRP6 phosphorylation by CK1g in response to a Wnt stimulus is prevented, and no Axin can be recruited, which results in no accumulation of b-catenin inside the nucleus. However, this is in contradiction to the observation in wet-lab experiments in the first few hours, where the amount of nuclear b-catenin increases. Therefore, an important mechanism is missing that signs responsible for the immediate increase of b-catenin and its peak in raft deficient cells within the first 3 h, and this mechanism appears to be Wnt independent.
Model documentation and storage
In the presence of lipid rafts our composed model appears to be fairly valid; in the absence of lipid rafts only its response referring to the last 8 h of our experiments is as expected, at which time autocrine mechanisms are already effective. Thus, the model underlines the role of lipid rafts, particularly in combination with autocrine mechanisms for the later hours of the early hNPCs' differentiation. We annotate our composed model M12 with the different experiments that have been successfully executed and checked, i.e., the experiment with property regarding the species CK1g that is from the reused model M1, the experiment with an updated property regarding the species Lrp6, the two experiments with properties regarding nuclear b-catenin from the reused model M2, and the experiment with property regarding nuclear b-catenin under the condition that lipid rafts are removed, as shown in Figure 9 . In addition, we start a new round of modeling within our life cycle of model composition to explore possibilities that could explain the first peak. We will briefly introduce this study in the following subsections, with a focus on the reuse of simulation experiments for semantic validation of the composed model.
Further composition: Integrating the ROS model (M3)
Our previous experiments have revealed that the first increase of b-catenin appears to be endogenous and independent of Wnt. Thus, we need to search for a mechanism, which can be composed with our model M12 so that the resultant model can still exhibit the key properties of model M12 with corresponding experiments and yield the expected outcome, i.e., an increase of nuclear bcatenin can be observed within the first hours when lipid rafts are removed, which can be expressed based on mitl [a,b] as follows (corresponding to Equation (10) 
Looking for such a mechanism we recall a recent study in which during the initiation phase of hNPCs' differentiation, an early spontaneous production of ROSs has been observed, which promotes a Dishevelled (DVL)-mediated downstream activation of canonical Wnt signaling. 75 
Model selection: The ROS model (M3)
We 60, 75, 76 We perform simulation experiments on the ROS model (M3) and observe the dynamics of DVL concentration, and the simulation results are presented in Figure 10 . We specify the experiment in SESSL, with the behavioral property that the DVL concentration reaches a value between 10,000 and 12,000 very quickly, directly at the beginning (we assumed within the first 5 min), mimicking the spontaneous increase in cytosolic DVL concentration observed in the wet-lab. 75 The property can be expressed based on mitl [a,b] as:
As the fast peak of DVL concentration is the main property, an additional smoothing is not needed. The simulation results are presented in Figure 10 and the experiment specification is shown in Figure 11 .
Model composition: Composing M12 and M3 (M123)
In the composed model M123, the model M3 interacts with model M12 via DVL binding to both LRP6 and Axin. Therefore, four additional rules are introduced. The kinetics of the new rules are defined based on wet-lab experiments and literature. As before, the syntax check of this white box composition does not cause any problems from a syntactical point of view. The more interesting question is whether the composition is semantically valid and whether it is able to reproduce the observations made in the wet-lab.
Semantic validation: Model (M123)
First we evaluate the composition of all models (M123) by reusing the experiment specifications of the ROS/DVL model (M3) and the first composed model (M12). In the model M12 and M2 we assumed that the peak of nuclear b-catenin within the first hours is Wnt-dependent, i.e., the property described in Equations (7) and (3), corresponding to the experiment depicted in Figure 7 (a). However, this assumption does not appear to be true according to the inconsistency between wet-lab and dry-lab experiments on M12 when lipid rafts are removed. Therefore, we discard the experiment specification of M12 regarding this property (an adaptation of Figure 7 (a) and Equation (7)), and reuse the remaining three experiment specifications, i.e., the one with the property regarding LRP6 and CK1g within lipid rafts (Figure 9 (a) and Equations (5) and (6)), the one with the property regarding nuclear b-catenin reaching a certain level in the later hours (an adaptation of Figure 7 (b) and Equation (8)), and the one with the property regarding nuclear b-catenin under the condition lipid rafts are removed (Figure 9 (b) and Equation (9)), assuming that none of the original dynamics are disrupted. The simulation results of experimenting with M123 are presented in Figure 12 , and all properties of M12 and M3 are checked successfully as expected, which shows the composition preserves the key behavior from its model components as intended.
Furthermore, we perform the experiment with the model M123 to check the property that model M12 fails, as shown in Equation (11), which has motivated us to build model M123. The simulation results are presented in Figure 12 , showing that when lipid rafts are removed, the composed model M123 is indeed able to produce an early accumulation of nuclear b-catenin.
Based on M123, now the key observation from our wetlab experiments can be reproduced, e.g., disrupting lipid rafts results in a peak of nuclear b-catenin concentration at around 2 h, without further increase. 60 
Discussion
Most existing approaches on semantic composability focus on composition methods where model components are connected with inputs and outputs. For example, approaches presented by Weisel et al. and Szabo and Teo depend on treating models as computable functions with inputs and outputs, 28, 27 and therefore cannot be used for cases where identifying model inputs/outputs is difficult and models are composed by fusion, as in the presented case study. Moreover, semantic composability is checked based on analyzing the execution sequence of the composed model and comparing it to a reference (a perfect model or a pre-specified scenario), 15,29 either by transforming model executions into labeled transition systems or through state-machine execution. 15, 27, 29 Our approach takes another view and employs simulation experiments that have been performed with individual models to check model validity. Models are annotated with the specifications of their validation experiments. In the experiment specification, together with corresponding experiment conditions, the expected model behavioral properties are explicitly specified based on describing generated simulation trajectories with languages such as temporal logics. When models are composed, those experiment specifications are reused to perform experiments with the composed model and thus to provide insights on model semantic composability.
Therefore, the presented approach is not limited to a specific type of composition method. Furthermore, our approach is based on specifying and executing simulation experiments in SESSL, which can be extended to support different simulation systems. Hence, the approach is independent of concrete modeling formalisms and simulation algorithms. For illustration, an example based on Lotka-Volterra models is presented in the supplementary material, where the SBML (system biology markup language) is used for model description and the tool SBMLSim for model execution. 77, 78 As a proof of concept, the presented approach was firstly applied to a simple example of composing Lotka-Volterra models in our prior work, 5 where the often used temporal logic LTL and CSL were employed for specifying model behavioral properties and statistical model checking techniques were used for analyzing simulation results. However, to apply the approach in the case study of the realistic Wnt/b-signaling model, several additional requirements arose: a new language for specifying properties instead of LTL; a new mechanism to check simulation results other than traditional statistical model checking methods; a new method to deal with stochasticity within individual simulation trajectories.
Due to the extensibility of SESSL, those new requirements have been satisfied without much effort, and this also illustrates the advantage and importance of choosing SESSL as the experiment specification language. However, the possibility of adding new experimentation methods to SESSL ''on-the-fly'' also puts some responsibility on the user. If, as in our case study, existing methods do not suffice to conduct a simulation study, the choice and correct use of new methods pose a significant challenge. By documenting simulation experiments including the employed methods, SESSL contributes to the assessment, verification, and propagation of new experimentation methods. Thus, SESSL makes our approach applicable to a wide range of models and experimentation methods, as our case study exemplifies.
During the development of models via successive composition, our approach can provide assistance in checking semantic composability by automatically performing experiments with the composed model and checking simulation results against specified properties, to make sure the composition does not disrupt some key properties of model behavior. As such, with our approach, useful and fast feedback can be provided to the modeler, which facilitates the acceleration of the composition process and improvement in the quality of the composed model.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an approach to reuse simulation experiments in supporting model composition. Based on a discussion of the process of model development via composition and how simulation experiments can be involved in this process, we illustrated the specific step in this modeling process which our approach is aimed at, i.e., semantic validation of the composed model.
For demonstration, we applied the approach in a case study of developing a Wnt/b-signaling model. We relied on explicit specifications of simulation experiments in SESSL, behavioral properties expressed in mitl [a,b] and checked on averages of stochastic simulations, and alleviating fluctuation in simulation trajectories of stochastic models with a LOESS smoothing method. Simulation experiments of individual models to be composed were reused to generate and execute experiments on the composed model and to analyze the simulation results automatically.
As shown in the case study, the interplay of automatically generating experiments for the composed model, retrieving the user's expected outcome of those experiments, and annotating and specifying new experiments on the resulting models by the user, can contribute to the coherency of the composition regarding model behaviors, and provide additional structure into developing and validating models by successive composition. 
